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Sometimes people use phrases such as, “If you were to look up the word honesty in the 
dictionary, you would fi nd her picture there.” This is another way of saying that the 
person is the perfect example of the meaning of the word. Below, in the center column, 
the Fruits of the Holy Spirit are listed. Match the Fruits with the correct defi nitions listed 
in the right column. Then in the left column, write the name or the initials of a person 
you know (either famous or personally) who you think is the perfect example of the 
meaning of that word. 

    1. love
A. the willingness to give even at a 

cost to yourself 

B. Jesus offered this to his disciples 
on Easter morning. 

C. the ability to be in charge of your 
emotions and desires instead of 
the other way around

D. the quality of showing loyalty to 
God and to those to whom you 
have committed yourself 

E. selfl ess service to others by words 
and actions 

F. strength tempered by love leading 
to the power to forgive instead of 
getting angry

G. the commitment to do good to all 
people without exception

H. moderation in all your actions, 
especially your conversation and 
external behavior

I. shown by selfl ess acts of service, 
compassion, and consideration 

J. the deep and constant gladness 
in the Lord that circumstances 
cannot destroy

K. love that is willing to endure life’s 
suffering, diffi culties, and routine

L. the integration of your physical 
sexuality with your spiritual 
nature

   2. faithfulness

  3. joy

   4. modesty

   5. kindness

   6. goodness

   7. peace

   8. patience

   9. self-control

   10. chastity 

   11. generosity

   12. gentleness
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